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The vocal tract netmrk 
We shall pursue a frequency domain modeling of the vocal tract with 

an overall supraglottal configuration, as in Fig. 1. The system is a 
combination of T-network analogs of homogeneous arbitrary length, trans- 
mission lines, and lumped-element representation of shunting cavities 
within the nasal system and of vocal cavity wall impedances. The termi- 
nations Rg, Lo, and RON, LON are the radiation impedances at the lips 
and at the nostrils. The wall impedances are also equipped with radia- 
tion resistances to represent the radiation from the neck and cheeks 
during voiced occlusives. Fant (1960) and Wakita and Fant (1978) for 
relevant data on radiation load, wall-impedance effects, and Loss ele- 
ments. 

Netmrk elements 
There are basically two different approaches to vocal tract network 

modeling. CXle is to divide the tract into a relatively large number of 
equal-length elementary sections. The other is to operate with modules 
of specified length and area, in which case a complete representation of 
one-dimensional wave propagation is needed. The latter module can also 
be applied to the unit-length modeling to increase the accuracy. In 
general, however, the unit-length approach assumes sufficiently short 
sections of the order of 0.5 cm that the lumped-element representation, 
Fig. 2A, is a good approximation. The finite-length model in Fig. 2 is 
the classical T-network uniquely defined by its series and shunt ele- 
ments : 

a = z tgh e/2 1 
Under loss-less conditions the characteristic impedance is Z = 

gc/A, where g = 1.14 x is the density of air and c = 35300 cm/s 
the velocity of sound under normal speaking conditions. A tube of 
length 1 has the propagation constant 

Under loss-less co~itions with a = 0, we note that sinhe = jsin , 
tgh 0/2 = jt4/2 and cosh 0 = co4B. With a sufficiently short length 
the T-network, Eq. (l), reduces to 

where L = Aeg /A and C = ~ ! ~ / g c ~ .  
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NOSE 

sinus sinus 
front. moxil. 

woll 
imp. 

wall 
imp. 

Fig. 1. Basic vocal t r a c t  netmrk with T-netmrk modules and shunting 
branches f o r  nasal sinuses and 1- w a l l  impedance. 

A l 

a= z tgh 812 
b = z /sinh 0 

Fig. 2. T-nehrark mDdule of a very short  tube and of an arb i t ra ry  
length tube. The calculation proceeds upstreams fmo Zg 
t o  ui/ui-i t o  uis/ui. 
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The general finite length equivalent in Fig. 2B, Eq. (I), satifies 
the basic input-output equations for pressure P and flow U at the termi- 
nals of a transmission line 

The loss-less Zi = g c/q is also a reasonable approximation for small 
losses. It holds exactly if frictional and heat conducting losses are 
of equal magnitude; this, however, is not the case. In a more exact 

treatment, the complex form of Zi, see Fig. 2 and Fant (1960, p.29, Eq. 
1.21-3), should be used. The index i refers to the left terminal of 
section i and i-1 to the right terminal (downstream). 

The input impedance of a tube with the right end short circuited 
(acoustically terminated by open space), ZB = 0 is 

with the right end open circuited (acoustically terminated by a hard 
wall) ZB = 

The next step is to study an arbitrary loading condition. After 
some manipulation of hyperbolic functions, we derive 

tgh ei+Zg/Zi 
Zi,i = Zi = Zitgh (ei+artgh -) Z~ 

1 +tgh ei (zB/zi) 'i 

The' input impedance to section i from the left side may thus be 
written 

'i-I 
'i,i = pi/ui = zitgh[oi + arctgh tgh (ei-l + -1 

i 

This is a simple recursive algorithm for calculation of any m a 1  tract 
input impedance, Fant (1960), Liljencrants and Fant (1975). The start- 
ing point is at the radiation load 

An alternative approach is to derive a volume velocity transfer 
function factorized by successive steps along the network. The trailsfer 
from one section i-1 to the upstream section i in Fig. 2 is most readily 
c?erived from Eq. (4b) noting that ZB = P ~ - ~ / u ~ - ~  



The input impedance Ziti seen downstream from the left-hand termi- 
nal of section i is derived from Eq. (4a): 

At the left of m e  input shunt Zs, we note a flow 

and a correspondingly modified input impedance: 

The recursive routine for handling a unit section is thus the 
501 lowing 

(1) Specify the right-hand side loading impedance as initial condi- 
tions. 

(2) Apply Eq. (10) for calculating the flow transfer to the left 
terminal. 

(3) Apply Eq. (11) for the input impedance (downstreams) at the left 
terminal and store it. 

(4) If the input is shunted, correct for flow and impedance by Eqs. 
(12) and (13) to carry the calculation to the left side of the 
shunt. 

The radiation inductance may be expressed as 

where + is the radiating terminal area and C is an equivalent length 
that is approximately 

We now have the choice of either short-circuiting boundary conditions 
and adding to to the length of section i=l or to adopting the more 
precise lumped-element termination which leads to step (2) above, that 
is, 



RoAo lir = coshel + (- 
t o  

+ jw -) sine 
uo 9c 

C 1 

This is the starting equation for the general lossy case. 
For the loss-less case with sinh Bi = jsingi, we find 

Next step is to determine u2/u1 from Eq. (10) in which now ZB = 
and Zi = Z2 = g C/A~ followed by updating ui/u0 = (u2/u1) (u1/u0). 

In general, for the loss-less case substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) 

For calculations with all sections of the same length Atl we find 

Eq. (21) will be applied in Program A, Eq. (19) in Program B, and 
the impedance methcd of Eq. (8) in Program C. 

A nasal sinus cavity or a part of the wall impedance both have the 
general form of a series sLsCs branch shunting the line: 

It is convenient to express Zs with R, = 0 as 

in which eS and A, are the length and cross-sectional area of the inlet 
to the sinuses, Ls = g ~ s / ~ s ,  and Fs is the resonance frequency of the 
sinus as a Helmholtz resonator. The factor gc cancels out in the ratio 



- 
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Zi,i/~s and need not be enumerated in any vocal tract transfer calcula- 
tion. 

The wall impedance may be treated in an analogous form and can be 
included as a subroutine in any section or be lumped into two branches, 
for example, one 4 cm above the glottis and one 2 cm behind the lips. 
The design criteria is to achieve an overall closed-tract resonance 
frequency of the order of Fw = 190 Hz and a bandwidth of B, = 75 Hz (see 
Wakita and Fant, 1978; and Fant, Nord, and Branded, 1976). A reason- 
able approximation is to omit any wall impedance in the vocal tract 
network and perform a final correction of formant frequencies by 

where Fni is the hardwall estimate of Fn. Alternatively, this correc- 
tion may be introduced already in the transfer function as a frequency 
transformation of the velocity of sound. 

A corresponding bandwidth increment of 

is well established. Incidentally, the approximation Eqs. (24) and (25) 
applies exactly if it is conjectured that the thickness of the walls is 
proportional to A(X)-~*~, that is, increases inversely with the tube 
radius (Fant, 1972). 

Estimates of wall thickness, or more general, of the area depend- 
ency of L, thus range from L, being independent of area to being in- 
versely proportional to area. The corresponding difference in cal- 
culated'formant frequencies is small. The major effect is that F1 of 
open back vowels is increased by an additional 50-75 Hz in the case of a 
constant h. More research is needed to clarify true vocal tract condi- 
tions. 

A few words should be said about log-magnitude calculations of 
transfer functions. The log-magnitude envelope may be synthesized from 
formant frequencies and bandwidths. With five formants, 

where xn = £IF,, Q, = F,/B,, and Kr5 is the correction for poles above 
F5 : 



and ttot is the total length of the vocal tract. A novel alternative is 
to estimate the loss factor Na in the direct expression of the transfer 
function to arrive at 

By equating the complex form H = (% + j~,)-l with the complex fac- 
torized products of elementary conjugate poles (Fant, 1960), one arrives 
at 

where & is the frequency derivative of the loss-less transfer deno- 
minator. 

To determine 6 is anyhow part of the standard prediction procedure 
to calculate the poles, that is, the zeros of %, by means of a linear 
approximation. Given the value %(i) at frequency Fi and the derivative 
estimate 

we arrive at a next better estimate of 

Average bandwidth versus frequency may be estimated by some simple 
approximation, for example, 

or if formant frequencies have been determined beforehand 

A more exact procedure is to use the formula of Fant (1972) for arriving 
at each of B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 and then to interpolate linearly with stepwise 
changes at formant frequencies. Those who have some experience in deal- 

2 ing with vocal tract losses and bandwidths will recognize the f de- 

, . 







executes the storage of final values of resonance frequencies in the 
reserved memory allocation. The short display in PAUSE may be extended 
to a print-out command (as exemplified in Program B). 

The memory listing shows the state after the execution of calcula- 
tions on the Russian [i] vowel. Input area allocations are reserved 
in M01-M39 and calculated resonance frequencies in M48-M52. As evi- 
denced by M55, the [i ] vowel needed 30 runs through the tract, that is, 
30 pairs of frequency and function values, to calculate five formants 
with the prescribed accuracy of much better than 1 Hz. This is more 
than 3 times fewer the algorithm of Liljencrants and Fant (1975), which 
was based on a steplorn in frequency increment and reversal of its sign 
after each observed change of function sign. The interpolation algo- 
rithm is an order of magnitude faster and still provides a superior 
accuracy over the direct approach of scanning the function at small 
intervals, for example, 20 Hz and performing one interpolation only. 
The gross step frequency increment A F  must be chosen smaller than the 
anticipated distance between any two formants. A reduction of the size 
of A F  from 400 Hz to 200 Hz demands 37 runs instead of 30 and A F = 100 
demands 57 runs. The relative modest increase relates to the increased 
accuracy of the first interpolation in a formant region. As a general 
routine I would recommend the choice of A F  = 200 Hz. If accuracy 
demands are extreme, one could select a smaller threshold for the last 
frequency step, e.g., 0.1 Hz instead of 1 Hz in part (7). The cost is, 
on the average, three extra runs only for the total of five formants 
which indicates a highdegree of convergence. The probable errorbe- 
comes an order of magnitude smaller than the threshold for terminating 
the interpolation. 

It is important to ensure that the tabulation of the area functions 
of Fant (1960, p. 115), is correctly interpreted. The first row at x=O 
does not pertain to an elementary section and should be discarded to 
ensure a correct length representation. It simply specifies the area at 
the assufned radiating plane, while the first section is that of x=0.5 
cm. A prolongation with an x=O section would cause F3 of [i) to de- 
crease by about 200 Hz. Here follows a tabulation of the five first 
formant frequencies of the Russian vowels derived from the loss-less 
~mdel. 

r 

Table la u o a e i i 

1 237 504 640 419 227 289 
F2 600 866 1082 1967 2275 1518 

F3 2382 2389 2464 2790 3070 2412 
F4 3710 3457 3597 3563 3722 3465 

F5 4056 4018 4132 4246 4649 4192 

After correction with the standard formula for wall effects, Eq. 
(24)' we arrive at the modified values shown in Table lb. 
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Table lb u o a e i i 

F1 304 539 668 460 296 346 

F2 629 887 1099 1976 2282 1530 

F3 2391 2397 2471 2796 3076 2419 

F4 3715 3462 3602 3568 3726 3470 

F5 4060 4022 4136 4250 4652 4196 

Program B, Fig. 4, pertains to a 10-section vocaal tract model, each 
section specified by its length and area. These are stored in MO1-M10 
and Mll-M20. The number of sections incorporated is input in M36. The 
program has two alternative modes. Cne is initiated by presetting M41=1, 
which opens the route for a determination, storage, and printout of the 
five first formants. The other mode selected by M41=2 provides a print- 
out of the log-magnitude transfer function at intervals set by M2F. The 
imaginary, that is, lossy, part of the transfer function, Eq. (31), has 
been inferred by a bandwidth versus frequency function, Eq. (34), lo- 
cated in part 11 of the program. Bandwidths could be displayed by a 
printout command, GSBPO, after Min 32 in part (11). The starting point 
for frequency MIF should not be set to zero but to a small value, for 
example, 0.01 Hz. 

When reducing the tabular data of 0.5 cm interval quantized area 
functions to a smaller number of sections with in general a greater 
length, the averaging should be based on l/% rather than on % values. 
The procedure will ensure a correct low-frequency behavior. A strength 
of the model is that there exist no constraints in the choice of the 
length of a section. This is important for accurately modeling the 
larynx tube and, thus, preserving a reasonable accuracy in F4. Length 
properties at the lip end are also crucial, and a narrow slit between 
the teeth cannot easily be modeled by a 0.5 cm unit. 

One option available in Program B is to include the radiation 
inductance as a lengthening of tube 1. This is done by setting the 
radiating area %=O in MOF and then adding 0.8 tirnes the radius to the 
length of tube 1. The latter end-correction algorithm changes F1 a d  F2 
of the vowels [a] and [i] by less than 1 Hz, while F3 and F4 are lowered 
by less than 27 Hz. In case of the neutral single tube resonator of 
effective length 17.65 cm and 6 cm2 cross-sectional area, the difference 
is 0 Hz in F1, -2 Hz in F2, -11 Hz in F3. -28 Hz in F4, and -44 in F5. 
The correct handling of the radiation impedance as a lumped-element 
termination becomes important when incorporating losses. In the fre- 
quency range above 4000 Hz one should also include a frequency-dependent 
mcdificaiton of the radiation inductance. 

Program C. We now proceed to a test of the algorithm for caLculating 
five formant frequencies from the input impedance of the vocal tract as 
seen from the glottis, s in Eq. (35). The program is shown in Fig. 5. 
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PROGRAM B 

PROGRHfl LIST 
RB9-431F-3F 328:teF; 

2 Bt l in37 
LBL 1 
11 Piin29 

Hin43 
LBLZ 
Ht31 x IHD ?iff39 = . 

Hin22 cos Min26 t 
#R28 s i n  flin27 x I N D  

4 l i t29 x !a43 = Piin34 
x RE35 = #in35 
BE25 - RR34 l / x  = t 
IMD i f 2 9  t #R27 = 
#in43 
1 #+29 I t 3 9  

#KlF - #R3F 1 = 
flin3E 
HE41 - 2 = x=E GOT09 
#R30 t #R35 = l/r 
+;- !in48 ABS - 1 = 
riB 60Tfr5 

#R48 + #R1F = 119 
Fin38 
P fiusc 
PA,,, FIX, 
GSE'PM 
1 fit38 #in41 #in42 
RR38 - 25 = ~ = f j  
HLT 
LBi8 

- 
10 ER2F #+IF GOT01 

LBLq 4 

YRlF FIX8 
6SE;FB 

11 + 5B0 = #in32 xt x 2 
+ IF32 i x 20 + #R32 
t i %  ~2 x 15 = #in32 
x #R30 + 2 = xi + 
RE35 12 = 103 x 10 

12 t i - =  
PAUSE FIX1 

lE140RY LIST 
160-43, F-3F 3?es te~s  

#29= 21. Ind A 
12F= 469. A F 

#38= -2,25582837~-@3 
n31= g.817228796 
p'1- - - ccpp7- 
~JL-  3. L ~ J J ~ J ~ J  

#33= fl.814651214 
H34= -2.8454446~-05 
#35= -9,82985852~-86 
#36= in, nr sections 
fl37= 29. runs -. . 

138: 26. \;s= . 11. Ind I 

Fig. 4. Program B. Ten-tube representation of the vocal tract. 
M41=1 for calculation of fonnant frequencies and M42=2 
tion of log magnitude of transfer function with losses 
from bandwidth versus frequency subroutine in 11. 

, Preselect 
for calcula- 
introduced 





PROGRAM C 

PRO6F:fiE LIST 
HbU-39, F-;i 352s t e ~ s  

*t* p1 
RAD 
6 1 8 x t f - l i n B l  

1 !It16 
11 llin36 
21 nifiel 
28 bin02 * nalF 
PAUSE i BR38 = Rin3F 
x lR!1 = #in85 
#R83 - 1 = #in60 r=8 
St'T03 
LBL2 
1 flt36 Kt81 Rt82 
RE65 tan x IHD #Rgl 

3 I it# = tan-1 t 
IHD fR36 X #R3F = 
#in85 

SilTOl 
LBLS 

#?68 t l - l f - f i ~~  - 1 = 
xi@ GOT01 
HR1F IKD #in31 

LELl 
I H D  nR37 + 586 = 
Kin69 l / x  x2 x 15 t 
HR09 i x 28 t ( 2 t 

ERIF + IHD !R37 = nt 
t i n 1 0  
IS2 HRF x e  + IMD 

6sBF': 
ERiF - 4R39 = xA6 
HLT 

t s *  p j  
FIX2 
PfiUSE 
SRYE invEXE 

s 1  ab06ste~s 

H06= 0. 
MU= 25. Ind A i  
H&2= 24. Ind Ai-l 
nbjj= 5. nr of 
K04= -3759.07854 sections 
#85= 1. 
Et36= 4438.885836 

H38= 214.~258136 B5 
23j.543364 Fl 

E32= 21 18.44685 F2 
!33= 2777.573517 F3 
R34= 3915.916915 F4 
835= 4436.837691 F5 
R36= 15. Ind 1 
k37= -3 

31. runs 
!38= 5618.17 
H39= 5E80. 
83F= 6.788678516 

Fig. 5. Program C. Five-section representation of the vocal tract. 
Select PI for calculation of formant frequencies £ran the 
inwut impdance (part 3), then select P2 for calculation of 
log magnitude transfer function frm a factorized five-pole 
synthesis with higher pole correction. 



impedance. Other vowels, for example, [a], are less sensitive to a 
reduction of the number of sections. 

Program D. This program is intended for finding the poles of a volume- 
velocity transfer function when the vocal tract network contains shunt- 
ing elements such as nasal sinuses or wall impedance branches. In both 
instances a shunt takes the form of a serial resonance FCC branch. The 
specific version, documented in Fig. 6, takes in ten vocal tract tube 
sections of which the first six in M01-M06 for length and Mll-M16 for 
area are modeled close to the Fant (1960) nasal-area functlon and the 
remainder M07-M10 and M17-M20 are reserved for the pharynx. The com- 
bination could represent a velar or palatal nasal consonant. The first 
nasal shunt is located between sections 3 and 4 and is tuned to 399 Hz. 
The second one is inserted between sections 4 and 5 and is tuned to 1399 
Hz. Each of these, presumably the sinus maxillaries and the sinus 
frontalis, are in the loss-free case specified by resonance frequencies 
and cross-sectional entrance area in the connection between the main 
nasal channel and the sinus with the Length of this connection norma- 
lized to 1 cm. The length, or rather the length-over-area ratio, can be 
seleced in P2 and P3, part (7). 

Part 1 contains initial settings for indirect addressing, (2) the 
propagation constant and radiation inductance, and (3) the main recur- 
rent updating of flow and impedance along a section including a shunt if 
specified by address to P2 and P3 and, finally, to P4 in (8), which 
contains the subroutine for flow and impedance change across a shunt. 
The only zeros that can exist in the nasal output under the prescribed 
conditions are the short circuiting resonance frequencies of the nasal 
sinuses. In (4) these are removed by frequency domain division (inverse 
filtering). 

The interpolation procedure in (5), LBIA, is for simplicity limited 
to a single estimate once a reversal of sign is found. For a reasonable 
accuracy of the order of 1-2 HZ, this implies a rather small size 
recurrent frequency step of the order of M2F = 20-50 Hz. The memory 
space reserved for five pole frequencies, M21-M25, is no limitation for 
calculating higher poles, which can be printed out or stored in a second 
round of the complete program. In general, because of the high density 
of poles in nasal sounds, one needs at least seven. 

The rncdel has been quanitified for a rnaximal fit with the Fujimura- 
Lindqvi st sweep frequency analysis of nasal consonants (Lindqvist & 

Sundberg, 1972). The first four poles generated by our model depart less 
than 50 Hz from the life data. 

In Table 2 some results obtained with the pocket calculator are 
shown. 

A tentative evaluation suggests that the poles 2, 3, and 4 may be 
described as nasal, whilst pole 1, 5, and 6 are more associated with the 
entire system. It remalns to study the nasal model as a shunt inserted 
in the oral system and vice versa and to add the nasal and oral branches 
to arrive at a complete mdel. The logical procedure is to isolate the 
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PROGRAM D 

PROGRAH LIST 
#06-44,f-3F 312~t~P5 

8231 X IHD nR39 = 
#in28 cos Kin43 t 
KR2E sin !in44 x IHD 
flR25 x fiR40 = !!in34 
2 RR35 = #in35 
IF43 - nR34 l/w = t 3 IMC #R29 t #R44 = 
iin40 
!R34 - 4 = r=6 
iiSEP2 

HLT 
iR35 x ( 1 - #BlF 12 + 12 ) X ( 1 - 
#RlF 12 i aR36 12 ) 
= #in35 
t!R41 x=ti 60T03 
6SBP5 

_Wnln(il'OL 
LBL3 
hR35 r 8R33 = ti- 
wig SOT04 
GSBPj 
6OTD1 . 

5 LBi4 
BR35 - #R33 = + ( 
ERlF - IR3F 1 = t 
iR35 = t/- #+If 
HRlf FIX8 IHD Fin26 
SAVE itivEXE - 
5226 - 25 = n=B 
tf LT 

EEZORY LIST 
#98-44?F-3F 312~te~s 

R88= 8, 
n01= 9 

flb2= " lengths: 2,  
#83= 2. 
ne4= 9 

nose 
L. 

MB5= 2.5 
1186= 2. 
!67= 
!62= 2. phorynx 
#64= -C---- 

L". 

!lo= 
!11= 
8, 
1.5 areas: 

n12= 3. 
H13= 6. 
#14= 6. nose 

- - 
5. 
4. -- '' pharynx 2. --- 
8. 

318.4653678 

528. 6. 
321= 268. 
f122= 478. pl 
123= 4 "  16r r .  

I 

H24= 
p:*c- 1463. 
trJ- 2898. 

1 
R26= 25. "5 

#27= 1355. zero 
N28= @. 113373217 
825. 11. 
!2F = 56. 

#36= 395. zero 
#31= B, 356686668 
R32= 6.37299246 
M33= 6.677964437 
!34= 8.9388351 
!35= 8.9968351 
#36= S. 

Fig. 6. Program D. Six-sextion representation of the nasal tract in- 
cluding two sinuses coupled to a pharynx of max four sections. 
Resonance frequencies estimated by one interpolation only. 
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all-pole function and then determine each of the nasal and oral output 
zero functions and, finally, inverse filter the mixed output with the 
all-pole function to arrive at the zero function of the mixture. 
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